The appearance in Celsus' work, The True Word, of a Jew who speaks out against Jesus and his followers, has elicited much discussion, not least concerning the genuineness of this character. Celsus' decision to exploit Jewish opinion about Jesus for polemical purposes is a novum in extant pagan literature about Christianity (as is The True Word itself), and that and other observations can be used to support the authenticity of Celsus' Jew. Interestingly, the ad hominem nature of his attack upon Jesus is not directly reflected in the Christian adversus Judaeos literature, which concerns itself mainly with scripture (in this respect exclusively with what Christians called the Old Testament), a subject only superficially touched upon by Celsus' Jew, who is concerned mainly to attack aspects of Jesus' life. Why might this be the case? Various theories are discussed, and a plea made to remember the importance of what might be termed counter-narrative arguments (as opposed to arguments from scripture), and by extension the importance of Celsus' Jew, in any consideration of the history of ancient Jewish-Christian disputation.
Introduction
It seems that from not long after it was written, probably some time in the late 240s,1 Origen's Contra Celsum was popular among a number of Christians. Eusebius of Caesarea, or possibly another Eusebius,2 speaks warmly of it in his response to Hierocles' anti-Christian work the Philalethes or Lover of Truth as pro-viding a comprehensive guide to objections to Christianity.3 In the middle of the 4th century, it was the most cited work in the compilation of Origen's writings known as the Philocalia; and Jerome, writing to Magnus, the Roman orator, could compare it favourably with the responses of Methodius, Eusebius and Apollinaris to Porphyry.4 Indeed it may have begun a trend of Christians writing responses to anti-Christian works through citation of the latter, such as we find in the alreadyCelsus' True Word had not, as far as we know, been the subject of any detailed response from a Christian before Origen (hence Ambrosius' request). Indeed it is possible that the latter had not read it before he began writing his refutation of it. The presence, for instance, of numerous quotations from the work could imply that none of his readers had either,9 although it need not. After all, works in antiquity were very expensive to copy and it would be wrong to assume that the extensive quotations from Julian in Cyril of Alexandria's Contra Julianum or Augustine's quotations from Julian of Eclanum show that those quoted were obscure individuals. It should also be noted that some scholars have argued that Christian apologists such as Tertullian, Minucius Felix and Theophilus of Antioch betrayed knowledge of the contents of Celsus' work, even if this view has rarely seemed compelling.10 Indeed the absence of a demonstrable footprint of the True Word in the period before the writing of the Contra Celsum11 could suggest that the work is most important for informing the scholar of the general context within which Christian apologists of the second century wrote rather than indicating some Wendepunkt in the history of Christian-pagan relations. 12 The word Wendepunkt might be appropriate, however, in one respect. In relation to our evidence the True Word looks like a novum. Up to its appearance extant discussions of Christianity by pagan writers were at best cursory, short, and not obviously deeply informed.13 Celsus, however, appears to know a good deal about the Christianity he describes,14 from its central theological claims, expressed in diverse and often contradictory terms, to its canon15 as well as other pertinent Christian and Jewish sources.16 How he attained such information has been explained in a variety of ways. Pélegaud, for instance, advanced the view, if only to reject it, that he was a former Christian who had apostatized, preferring the thesis that Celsus had access to Christian schools and the kind of debates and literature which were produced by such institutions.17 Certainly, the absence of evidence of detailed pagan engagement with Christianity until Celsus, however we might view reconstructions of the Roman senator, Fronto's, work, referred to by Minucius Felix,18 or the nature of the opposition of the Cynic, Crescens to Justin,19 makes the latter observation at least plausible.
While there are many aspects of Celsus' reported attack upon Christianity which merit study,20 I shall focus on his interest in Judaism, and more specifically, on the character of the Jew, who is presented by Celsus, pace Origen, as the main opponent of the Christians in the first two books of the latter's Contra Celsum. By raking over the coals of this much-discussed subject,21 I want to investigate the nature of the Jew's attack and what it might tell us about the development and character of Christian adversus Judaeos literature. Emerging from this will be some inevitably fragile but, I hope, suggestive, conclusions.
Celsus' Jew: a novum?
Origen's assertion that Celsus "thinks that he will more easily prove Christianity to be untrue if he can show its falsehood by attacking its origin in Judaism"22 is striking. A survey of those pagan authors who mention both Christians and Jews up to the time of the writing of the True Word, indicates that they had little or only a vague sense of Christianity's connection to Judaism,23 let alone the possi- [Stuttgart, 1994] , 369,5-13), asserts that Christians emerged from Judea, and that Lucian, Peregrinus 11-13 (ed. Karl Iacobitz, Luciani Samosatensis Opera 3 [Leipzig, 1881] , 274,13-275,5), presents Christianity in a Jewish way. But Tacitus barely develops the implications of his assertion (note that he nowhere associates Christians with Jews in his long and polemical discussion of Judaism in Historiae 5,1-13 [ed. Kenneth Wellesley, Cornelii Taciti Libri Qui Supersunt 2: Pars Prima Historiarum Libri [Leipzig, 1989] bility that such an association had polemical potential. As John Barclay argues, it was only later when a few intellectuals like Celsus became better acquainted with Christianity that this connection was used for polemical purpose.
Thus, as far as Romans were concerned, the association between "Christian" and "Jew" was not an early, but a late, phenomenon; two groups once clearly differentiated could now be closely associated, but only when a good deal was discovered about "Christian" beliefs and the "Christian" self-image. 24 In asserting this, caution is needed. Whether Celsus was in fact the first to exploit this connection cannot be established, and may be contradicted by the role that Jews and the Jewish scriptures play in, for instance, Justin's Apologia pro Christianis 1, which might predate The True Word, and could be thought to assume a gentile audience.25 But he is certainly the first as far as we know, and he makes considerable use of the connection. What Origen concentrates on in his opening remarks is Celsus' desire to exploit that connection by attacking Jewish history and beliefs; and it is notable how much of his True Word is taken up with an attack upon Jews. This has led Marco Rizzi to argue that the True Word was in fact an attack upon both Jews and Christians, being misread by Ambrosius and Origen as directed against Christianity alone.26 Hildesheim, 1965] , 579,16] and 3,3 [657,1-2 K.]) Jews and Christians are held to be of "the school of Moses and Christ"-Μωϋσοῦ καὶ Χριστοῦ διατριβήν and "followers of Moses and Christ"-Μωϋσοῦ καὶ Χριστοῦ μεταδιδάξειεν. But, as Barclay notes, "it is not clear that he [J. C. P.: Galen] sees the inner connection between them." (Barclay, "Roman Authors" [see above], 326). 24 Barclay, "Roman Authors" (see note 23), 326. Prof. Teresa Morgan of Oxford University told me that what Barclay identifies is perhaps not as surprising as one might initially imagine. The Romans, she asserts, "never talk explicitly about one cult evolving out of another, or one cult evolving into something rather different in the process of transplantation. This seems to me very striking and quite odd, but would certainly explain why they don't register any interest in the evolution of Christianity out of Judaism. There is no sign e. g. that the Romans cared, or even noticed that cults of Mithras or Isis changed in transit from east to west, either, or that the cult of Fides evolved out of the cult of Jupiter Capitolinus etc." (from an email dated 5. 12. 2017). If Morgan's observation is true, Celsus' decision to concentrate upon the Jewish origins of Christianity becomes more striking. 25 See especially Justin, Apologia pro Christianis 1,31-32 (209,1-2 M.), where the Christian association with the specifically Jewish scriptures is made explicit. The argument here would be that Justin could only make such a reference, without explanation, if the relationship between Jews and Christians was known among his supposedly pagan audience. Certainly Justin makes little effort to introduce the subject in a manner which assumed ignorance of this fact on the part of his audience. 26 Note Rizzi, "Origen" (see note 6), 7: "In short, the AL by Celsus appears as a treatise which is against Christians and Jews at the same time, rather than as one of the Contra Christianos works Brought to you by | Cambridge University Library Authenticated Download Date | 8/22/17 7:09 PM There is something in Rizzi's observation, seen especially in the way in which both Jews and Christians are presented as being movements marked by rebellion, in the case of the Jews against the Egyptians and in the case of the Christians against the Jews;27 in the way in which Jews and Christians are often referred to together;28 and by the fact that criticisms are sometimes directed solely against the Jews.29 Rizzi's thesis also explains why a Christian response to Celsus came so late-his work was not an exclusive attack upon Christianity and so fell beneath the radar screen of Christian authors.30
But Rizzi, while emphasizing an important aspect of Celsus' work, overlooks the fact that the latter's use of the Jews appears principally to be a means of attacking Christianity (precisely what Origen affirms in the quotation above)-in this respect it is interesting to note that, insofar as Origen allows us to gain a sense of the contents of the True Word, Celsus appears to devote far more space to attacking Christianity than Judaism, and this is clearly the case from Contra Celsum 5,41, where he explicitly ceases to show any interest in Jews.31 Moreover, his criticisms rarely reflect well-known attacks upon Jews in the ancient world, that is, they are in the main tied to attacking aspects of Judaism which undermine Christianity's claim to truth rather than betraying a distinctive interest in polemizing against Judaism per se.32 Rizzi could also be seen to underestimate which will be composed at a subsequent date . . . we can wonder whether the interpretation by Origen of the AL as an attack on Christians does not distort its nature and chronological and geographical contextualisation; a similar incomprehension was probably due to the indication received from Ambrose who thought that the treatise was potentially dangerous only for the Christians, as the Jewish problem had been already solved in the Roman world. Origen's ability to capture the purpose of a writing he must have mulled over for some time and which he termed "his [Celsus'] book against the Christians and the faith of the churches."33 But especially difficult for Rizzi's case is the fact that Celsus uses a Jew to attack Christian belief and that this attack appeared in the first two books of his work-if the work had been aimed against both Jews and Christians, it might have been more logical to have started with an attack upon Judaism and then proceeded to an attack upon Christianity.34 Here, surely, the sense that Christians rather than Jews are the principal focus of Celsus' attack becomes clear.35
The attack of Celsus' Jew
The Jew of Celsus is Christianity's chief accuser in the first two books of the Contra Celsum. In book 1 the Jew attacks Jesus often, but not always, through direct address.36 He exposes the paltry nature of his origins seen in the circumstances 33 Contra Celsum, praef. 1 (SC 132, 64,7-8 B.): Κατὰ Χριστιανῶν . . . καὶ τῆς πίστεως τῶν ἐκκλησιῶν ἐν βιβλίῳ. 34 If Origen is in fact giving us the order in which Celsus wrote his treatise, it seems to start with an attack upon Christianity as a secret society (Contra Celsum 1,1 [SC 132, 78,5 B.]), and then move to its barbarian origins in Judaism (1,2 [SC 132, 80,1-82,4 B.]), which in turn leads to some comments on Judaism. But, as Chadwick, introduction (see note 1), xxiv, notes, the discussion of the contents of Contra Celsum 1,1-27 (SC 132, 78,1-150,23 B.) probably does not reflect the order of Celsus' True Word, a point now supported at length by Arnold, Kelsos (see note 8), esp. 15-34. 35 Arnold, Kelsos (see note 8), esp. 303, attributes considerable importance to the Jews in the structure of Celsus' work but notes that after Contra Celsum 5,41, where they appear to be formally dismissed (SC 147, 122,25-28 B.), the Jews cease to be the subject of discussion, with the Christians coming centre stage. This leads Arnold to assert that the latter are the Hauptadressaten of the True Word, though he is not explicit about whether Celsus addresses Jews in his work except as tools in his attack upon Christianity. In correspondence he has wanted to defend the idea that the Christians are the principal addressees but draws attention to hints in the text that Jews could be considered addressees. So there are places, e. g. at 5,6 and 5,14 where respectively, Jewish views on the resurrection and Jewish veneration of heaven and angels are mentioned as well as places where Jews seem to be addressed (see note 31 above). He thinks that these and other points mean that Celsus would not have excluded the possibility that Jews may have read his work. Arnold also notes the claim, made at Contra Celsum 5,41 that there are "those [pagans understood] who have abandoned their own traditions and professed those of the Jews"-τͅ ͅ ῶν καταλιπόντων τὰ σφέτερα καὶ τὰ Ἰουδαίων προσποιουμένων (SC 147, 122,5-6 B.), tentatively suggesting that Celsus may have wished to disabuse pagans of any attraction they might have felt to Judaism. 36 Contra Celsum 1,41 (SC 132, 184,1-186,15 B.).
Brought to you by | Cambridge University Library Authenticated Download Date | 8/22/17 7:09 PM of his birth (he is the product of an elicit relationship between his mother and a Roman soldier, Panthera)37 and in the impoverished, sinful and unattractive nature of his mother.38 His own inherited poverty led him to go and hire himself out in Egypt where he learnt the arts of magic,39 which in large part explains the character of his miracles, which can only be understood as the work of a sorcerer. 40 Events associated with his ministry, like the miraculous voice heard at his baptism,41 and the claim that Herod sought to kill him when he was born,42 are for various reasons untrue. He is not the one spoken of by the prophets,43 and his life in no way comports with the actions of someone who can claim to be divine. 44 His followers were a small and contemptible rabble of sailors and tax collectors,45 which is unsurprising given that Jesus had limited persuasive powers. 46 The conclusion of this first book is uncompromising: "These were the actions of one hated by God and of a wicked sorcerer,"47 the very opposite of the kind of person Christians claim to follow.
The second book begins with the Jew attacking those of his compatriots who have become Christians and in so doing abandoned their ancestral law,48 an accusation which can be aimed at Jesus, who observed the Jewish laws49 but then abandoned them. The attack, however, rather than focusing on the actions of Christian Jews, concentrates upon Jesus, for central to the conviction of these converts to Christianity is the idea that Jesus is divine.50 Inevitably, there is some repetition between the first and second books but the emphases are broadly different. Jewish failure to respond to Jesus is represented as odd (would we despise the Messiah when he came?). 51 The attitude of his followers in betraying him is questioned. "No good general who led many thousands was betrayed."52 Those same disciples, likened to a robber band,53 and so enabling Celsus to refer to Jesus as the leader of such a band, have invented claims that Jesus prophesied the bad events which would happen to him for what man who could foresee such things would not himself have wished to escape them. 54 The fact that he was betrayed by his own followers,55 unable to persuade many,56 indeed unable to persuade those who were expecting the messiah,57 is a sign of his paltry nature. Jesus could not have been the one prophesied as Israel's redeemer,58 or indeed the pure and holy Logos59 for his actions are not those which befit a messianic figure or indeed a god. How could that be the case when he led the life he did,60 died the death he did61 in the circumstances in which he did.62 Not even his miracles help the case for his divinity but confirm the opposite. 63 The greatest miracle of all, the resurrection, is a lie,64 the result of hallucinations65 or even tricks66 and testified to by one woman and only a few of his followers.67 The conclusion is clear: Jesus "was a mere man . . . as reason shows,"68 whose actions and character and mode of death stand in stark contrast to claims of his divinity;69 and the teachings that Christians peddle are nothing more than stale stuff,70 produced by those who have deserted the Judaism from which they originated,71 accusations which are probably linked.
But what of this Jew? Is Celsus citing a document or documents known to him written by a Jew? If so, no title or author is given to us, at least by Origen. Or is he indulging in prosopopeia, that is, artificially creating a figure for particular rhetorical and polemical purposes? After all, would it not have suited Celsus' aim in writing his True Word to have one of the major antagonists of the Christians be a Jew, a representative of the very entity from which Christianity claimed its origin and of which Celsus himself had such a low opinion? This is Origen's accusation, which appears at the point at which he introduces Celsus' Jew (often described as τὸν παρ' αὐτῷ/Κέλσου Ἰουδαῖος):72
He also introduces an imaginary character, somehow imitating a child having his first lessons with an orator, and brings in a Jew who addresses childish remarks to Jesus and says nothing worthy of a philosopher's grey hairs. This too let us examine to the best of our ability and prove that he has failed to keep the character entirely consistent with that of a Jew in his remarks. 73 Interestingly, these comments constitute a general introduction to Celsus' Jew and it is difficult to tell whether Origen thinks all of what Celsus attributes to the Jew is unbelievable. After all, Origen does not question the appropriateness for a Jew saying what he goes on immediately to quote (the passage concerning Jesus' birth by an adulterous woman and his wanderings in Egypt). Elsewhere, however, he raises specific questions about the appropriateness of various comments, whether the Jew is presented as quoting from Greek literature,74 which he does on a number of occasions, holding inappropriate opinions,75 or omitting to do things Origen thinks that he should have done like quoting from scripture.76
How, then, does one go about supporting or refuting Origen's claim, however we understand its extent? For some the fictive character of the Jew seems obvious, not least because of the benefits of the invention of such a person for Celsus. and to be implied at 2,7,96 2,34,97 and 2, [40] [41] [42] 98 where it is likely that Celsus is summarizing things asserted by Celsus.
In spite of these concerns, I want to make a number of points in support of the authenticity of Celsus' Jew. I shall begin with some general observations and then move to more detailed ones connected with the actual material attributed to the Jew. Some of these points will emphasize questions of appropriateness; others will emerge from comparison with the rest of the Contra Celsum; and some from consideration of the kind of historical situation implied by the Jew.
(1) The question about whether Origen is correct to state that Celsus is engaging in a form of prosopopeia is, at one level, at least, of principal interest to those who want to see him using a Jewish source, or possibly several. ), however, there is the hint of a more positive tradition concerning John who is seen as "our prophet and the prophet of our God"-ἡμέτερος . . . ὁ προφήτης καὶ τοῦ ἡμετέρου θεοῦ. Lods, "Sources juives" (see note 86), 10-13, argues that both negative and positive traditions about John the Baptist existed within Judaism. In relation to the latter, he refers to traditions in the Slavonic Josephus which make of John the prophet of a messiah who will bring liberty and freedom from the powerful but will act in a politically turbulent manner. The mix of both positive and negative traditions would then imply a Jewish provenance. 120 Contra Celsum 2,9 (SC 132, 300,7-8 B. ): τριχῇ καὶ τετραχῇ καὶ πολλαχῇ. The passage could refer to the canonical Gospels and the differences between them, and to efforts to iron these out, though ἐκ τῆς γραφῆς could imply an attempt to change an original document, something like a Grundschrift, by persistent reworking. Whether apocryphal or non-canonical Gospels are referred to also in the word πολλαχῇ is unclear, though Origen seems to think that the work of Marcion and the Valentinians in "altering" (μεταχαράξαντες) is the object of the assertion, without implying new Gospels. Certainly the sense that the writings reflect differences among Christians (τὸ ἐφεστάναι αὐτοῖς) points to the production of apocryphal Gospels, though it could also refer to the canonical Gospels as well. In all of this care needs to be shown about assuming clear distinctions at the time Celsus was writing (thought by some to be in the 140s) between canonical and apocryphal Gospels. If Celsus was writing at a date earlier than the one generally proposed, these distinctions may not have existed in the way Origen assumes they do, and we may be dealing with a situation in which large numbers of Jesus traditions were broadly available. It is perhaps, however, the numbers mentioned by Celsus' Jew, especially four, which makes a possible reference to canonical and apocryphal gospels suggestive, though the phrase could be traditional for many and so the numbers less important (see Eusebius, quoting Atticus, in
Brought to you by | Cambridge University Library Authenticated Download Date | 8/22/17 7:09 PM ly-oriented re-reading of the Gospels. Certainly, Celsus' Jew is keen to show that the Christian story about Jesus is a fabrication (and indeed, probably for polemical purposes, he claims that all that he has written is taken from the Christians' own writings),134 and yet it is not clear that this is achieved through detailed exegetical engagement-in fact we struggle to gain a real sense of the text the author is combatting,135 and on occasion he produces a story136 without demonstrating how he has arrived at such a narrative, a narrative which he is just as likely to have inherited from an already extant counter-narrative, or counter-narratival tradition of Jesus' life, a point supported by the presence of parallels in other Jewish writings.137 So when, for instance, Niehoff asserts that Celsus' approach to the infancy narratives shows evidence of the kind of approach to the Gospel text shown by the 3rd-century B. C. Aristarchus in his textual work on Homer, in which implausible accretions are removed in an attempt to get to an original text, she goes beyond the evidence as presented to us in the Contra Celsum.138 Moreover, moments where one would expect closer textual engagement, e. g. when discussing Jesus' genealogy, they are missing.139 Relevant also are the obserbe helped on the cross is taken as an allusion to Matt 27:40.43. Some might think that none of the above demonstrates knowledge of the canonical Gospels and might more frequently suggest knowledge of sources related to them, a point suggested by the general absence, except in a few cases, of verbal parallels between Contra Celsum and the Gospels (as an exception see Contra 137 See Bammel, "Jude" (see note 117), 279, who argues that the Jew of Celsus had access to a free-standing narrative of Jesus' life, compiled by a Jew, as well as the Gospels. He tended to summarise the former. This is a possibility when one notes the presence of the two conflicting stories about Egypt in Contra Celsum 1,28 (SC 132, 150,9-152,18 B.) and 1,66 (SC 132, 258,2-260,8 B.), the former approximating to a summary of an extra-biblical source, the latter to a straightforward reference to the flight of the holy family as found in Matthew. 138 For her own reconstruction of the editorial processes of Celsus' Jew, see Niehoff, "Jewish Critique" (see note 21), 163-164, assuming knowledge of Matthew (and possibly Luke) for the account of Jesus' birth found at Contra Celsum 1,28 (SC 132, 150,9-152,18 B.) and 1,32 (SC 132, 162,1-5 B.). Such a view cannot be disproved but the absence of verbal allusions to Matthew (or indeed Luke) and the presence in Contra Celsum 1,32 (SC 132, 162,1-5 B.) of the Panthera tradition make pure invention unlikely, and reference to a pre-existing tradition probable. 139 Contra Celsum 2,32 (SC 132, 364,9-11 B.). The reference to Jesus' genealogy above does not highlight the contradiction between Luke's and Matthew's genealogy (indeed it may give evidence of knowledge of a combined version of that genealogy, in which descent from Adam [Luke] and Jewish kings [Matthew] is assumed, and where, contra the New Testament, the genealogy is thought to relate to Mary and not to Joseph, which seems to have been a problem for Christians as early as Africanus), but rather notes the contradiction between Mary's base behavior and a claim that she could have been of royal descent. Niehoff, "Jewish Critique" (see note 21), 170, notes the latter contradiction but doesn't find striking the absence of any reference to the contradictions between the Lukan and Matthean genealogies, which would surely have struck the textuallyoriented mind of her reconstructed Jew.
Brought to you by | Cambridge University Library Authenticated Download Date | 8/22/17 7:09 PM vations made in (7) above, where there appears to be evidence of a possibly more detailed narrative of Jesus' life, not straightforwardly derivable from the Gospels.140 To some extent such a discussion might be deemed irrelevant to the question of authenticity. People can agree that the Gospels play a significant role in the formation of the counter-narrative of Celsus' Jew without arriving at the view that the latter is an invention of Celsus (Niehoff herself is an example of this). But if it can be shown that the Gospels play less of a role and that independent tradition is an important factor, that adds further support to the view that the Jew is not an invention. on four different points which emerge from this section. First, there is the bitterness with which the Jew refers to his apostatizing compatriots. He calls them "deluded" (ἐψυχαγωγῆσθαι) and "ludicrously deceived" (ἠπατῆσθαι πάνυ γελοίως).143 Such bitterness might arise from the fact that their desertion is seen as a real threat to the Jewish community captured in the word πολῖται or "citizens," which reappears when the passage is repeated at the end of section 1,144 implying a sense of individuals who are still considered part of the community but whose actions in going over to Jesus are conceived as threatening its integrity. The Jew of Celsus, it might be thought, writes in a period "in which Jews and Christians could certainly be distinguished, but were still much closer and more entwined than Origen could consider credible in his own times. another name and another life.148 What should be stressed is that there is an element of genuineness in the presentation of the Jew who feels a passionate concern about those of his countrymen who desert to Christianity;149 that it is telling that Origen is bamboozled by the presentation; and that it is difficult to explain this as an invention of Celsus. In this context it is interesting to note that when Justin's Trypho comes to discuss Jews who become Christians,150 he is most concerned to know how they are treated by Christians, rather than to cast aspersions upon them for desertion-he may be a Christian construct but his more distant attitude is striking when compared with that of Celsus' Jew, who possibly represents an earlier reaction to Jews becoming Christians.151 Those who want to see the Jew of Celsus as a product of his imagination, have argued that the point about desertion is precisely the one that Celsus wanted his Jew to emphasize because Celsus is keen to present Christianity as a revolt or stasis from the Jews, a people who themselves emerged from a revolt from Egypt.152 This point could be said to undermine the case of those who argue that there is something telling about the fact that Celsus' Jew only focuses on Jews who become Christians-the point is hardly telling because the logic of Celsus' position that Christianity is a stasis from Judaism necessitates an exclusive emphasis on Jews who become Christians.153 But there is a difficulty with this observation,154 and here I come to my third point, 148 For similar sentiments expressed by the Jew, see Contra Celsum 2,4 (SC 132, 288,5-9 B.): "Or why do you take your origin from our religion, and then, as if you are progressing in knowledge, despise these things, although you cannot name any other origin for your doctrine than our law."-ἢ πῶς ἄρχεσθε μὲν ἀπὸ τῶν ἡμετέρων ἱερῶν, προϊόντες δὲ αὐτὰ ἀτιμάζετε οὐκ ἔχοντες ἄλλην ἀρχὴν εἰπεῖν τοῦ δόγματος ἢ ἡμέτερον νόμον. Niehoff, "Jewish Critique" (see note 21), 173, states: "Our author writes these lines with a clear sense that an ineffaceable borderline has been drawn between Christians and Jews. He moreover perceives a Christian self-definition that relies on the notion of progress by dismissing its Jewish roots." 149 See Troiani, "Giudeo" (see note 144), 120-128. which highlights the manner in which the Jew describes the desertion. This is not described as a stasis, a term, whether in its substantive or verbal form, which is so important to Celsus in his description of Christianity and Judaism from book 3 onwards, and their relationship to each other.155 Rather he talks of leaving the ancestral law,156 language which, is only paralleled in Jewish Greek writings, in this case the LXX and Josephus,157 a point which further ). According to Celsus the Jews were Egyptians by race, and left (interestingly rendered by καταλελοιπέναι, the verb which the Jew is presented as using to describe abandonment of Jewish customs by Jewish Christians in Contra Celsum 2,1 [SC 132, 276,15 Β.]) Egypt after "revolting"-στασιάσαντας against the Egyptian community and despising the religious customs of Egypt. He goes on to assert, pace Origen, "that what they did to the Egyptians, they suffered in turn through those who followed Jesus and believed him to be the Christ; in both cases a revolt against the community led to the introduction of new ideas."-ἃπερ ἐποίησαν Αἰγυπτίοις πεπονθέναι ὑπὸ τῶν προσθεμένων τῷ Ἰησοῦ καὶ πιστευσάντων αὐτῷ ὡς Χριστῷ, καὶ ἀμφοτέροις αἴτιον γεγονέναι τῆς καινοτομίας τὸ στασιάζειν πρὸς τὸ κοινόν (Contra Ceslum 3,5 [SC 136, 22,5-8 B.]). For further references to stasis see note 78 above. Rizzi, "Origen" (see note 6), 9, argues that the prevalence of the issue of stasis implies that Celsus was writing at a time not long after the Bar Kokhba revolt, which he sees as reflected in such places as Contra Celsum 8,69 (SC 150, 334,10-11 B.), where Celsus refers to the fact that Jews have been left with barely a patch of land. But if Rizzi is right, it is odd that Celsus should never explicitly associate Jewish stasis with that event (he never explicitly mentions that revolt, or indeed the first Jewish revolt or Trajanic revolt). This is seen in the distaste which he shows towards the origins of Jesus, emphasizing his poverty, and the lowly and base nature of his mother; the sense that he seems to convey of the character of Jesus' followers167 and his association of them with robbers,168 reflecting an attitude akin to that of Josephus towards the Jewish rebels against Rome in the Jewish revolt;169 and in the evidence of knowledge of Greek myths and Greek tragedy. (5) A striking feature of this polemic is the absence of Old Testament citation.170
In fact the only texts the Jew quotes are pagan ones.171 It is true that prophecies are mentioned and importance is attached to the failure of Jesus to conform with these prophecies.172 But reference to the latter is presented Brought to you by | Cambridge University Library Authenticated Download Date | 8/22/17 7:09 PM in summary form-that is, there is no discussion of specific Old Testament passages.173 Origen himself notices this when he asserts a propos of the discussion of the circumstances of Jesus' birth that "it would have been appropriate to the words he has put into the mouth of the Jew to have quoted that Emmanuel shall be born of a virgin"174 (here referring to Isa 7:14), assuming that Celsus was either ignorant of the quotation or intentionally omitted it. Elsewhere Origen objects to the idea that a Jew would assert that the prophecies could be applied to countless other people with greater probability than to Jesus. Rather the Jew, in Origen's opinion, would state his own explanation of each prophecy in responding to the Christian interpretation.175 Where Origen talks elsewhere of the context in which he has contact with Jews, this is always scriptural.176 Insofar as any texts are debated by the Jew, it is gospel-like material, though again this is not straightforwardly textual in character.177 (6) The omission of detailed scriptural arguments could be seen as unsurprising if the Jew is Celsus' creation. After all, Celsus had little regard for the LXX, and it is unclear how well acquainted he was with it178-by and large he seems only to betray a knowledge of or perhaps interest in Genesis.179 General, rather than specific, references to prophecies might then be thought to be understandable if the Jew is his creation. There are a number of responses to this point. First, and less importantly, Celsus' Jew is clear that those he is addressing have abandoned the law (Contra Celsum 2,1.4)180 and yet there is no reference to scriptural arguments in favour of its retention, as one would expect, if one examined the New Testament and both early and later Chris- tian adversus Judaeos texts.181 Secondly, the way in which Celsus characterizes the debate between Jews and Christians as one about the shadow of an ass and relates this to a discussion about Jesus' messianic status as this concerns scripture,182 would lead us to expect scriptural references. Indeed, the sense that the argument between Jews and Christians is marked by scriptural exchange in the mind of Celsus is also evident when we look at the one place where he explicitly refers to a named Christian source, the Dialogue of Jason and Papiscus. As has been noted, he is scornful of the latter's contents.183 These, Origen states, and subsequent sources confirm,184 concern a dispute about whether the biblical prophecies fit Jesus. The point, then, is that insofar as Celsus seeks to represent the Jewish-Christian dispute in places in the Contra Celsum outside of 1,28-2,79, it is about scripture. We might then expect his invented Jew to reflect that point more than he does. Instead we have a Jew in Contra Celsum 1-2, who argues an ad hominem case against Jesus with little reference to the Jewish scriptures except in rather summary form.185 The possibility cannot, however, be excluded that getting into the specificity of arguments from scripture was alien to the philosophically-minded Celsus-it was enough for him simply to refer to this as an area of dispute between Jews and Christians rather than regale his possibly predominantly pagan audience with details. Moreover, there was a sense in which these arguments were superfluous as far as Celsus was concerned. The idea of a suffering God, indeed of the descent of God at all, was an absurdity to him186 and so in truth the details of supporting scriptural arguments were not his concern. These two observations might imply that even if Celsus was using Jewish sources, or a Jewish source, in Contra Celsum 1,28-2,79, he was being selective, tapering his selections to his overarching purposes, which did not include recording detailed scriptural arguments. While this point cannot be 181 This is another reason for contesting Niehoff's claim that Celsus' Jew is responding to Epistula Barnabae (see note 170). If anything this text is taken up with the abandonment of a literal interpretation of the law based upon Old Testament citations and yet the issue, though present in Contra Celsum, hardly looms large. Baumgarten, "Martian" (see note 16), 423, notes this absence, arguing that it may lead us to question the idea that praxis rather than doctrine were fundamental to Jewish objections to Christianity. Brought to you by | Cambridge University Library Authenticated Download Date | 8/22/17 7:09 PM disproved, it should be noted that (a) there may have been capital for Celsus in illustrating the character of Christian-Jewish disputation about scripture, a disputation he saw as fundamentally absurd; and (b) even if the observation were true, Celsus' source/sources still imply a much stronger interest in ad hominem arguments against Jesus among Jews than scriptural ones. As will be seen in the rest of this article, this point is of significance.
Celsus' Jew and adversus Judeaos literature
It is now that I, finally, come to the issue of Christian adversus Judaeos literature. All those who are familiar with this literature, defined as texts aimed against Jews whether in the form of a treatise, a testimony collection or a dialogue, know that it is nothing if it is not exegetical.187 This is clear from a text as early as the second century Epistula Barnabae and as late as the fifth or sixth century Dialogus Timothaei et Aquilae or of Dialogus Athanasii and Zacchaei. Moreover, in these texts we find little direct reference to the kinds of accusations we find in Celsus. As an example let us take Isa 7:14 and its use-in most of the adversus Judaeos texts where we find this text discussed, it is used as proof of the virgin birth, but never as an answer to an accusation about Jesus' origins as a bastard and the fruit of an adulterous relationship involving a Roman soldier. In relation to Jesus' messianic identity, proof texts again proliferate but not as explicit responses to accusations about Jesus' inadequacy as a messianic figure of the kind we find in Celsus. Moreover, we find little attempt to answer the ad hominem attacks upon aspects of Jesus' ministry, which are so much in evidence in Celsus' Jew's polemic (in fact New Testament texts, in particular the Gospels, are rarely the subject of negative scrutiny, which is then answered).188 Put bluntly, the extant adversus Judaeos texts are not explicitly defences of Jesus' life as found in the Gospels, as, for instance, Origen is forced to engage in in the Contra Celsum (though they do occasionally allude to the Gospels) as he combats Celsus' Jew, but defences of the Christian message to which Jesus is obviously central through the medium of scripture. The subjects discussed range widely from a defence of a non-monadic God, to the related question of the divinity of Jesus, to the fact that his suffering was in accord with scriptural promises, to a defence of the disinheritance of the Jews and the divine choice of the church as the church of the gentiles, to the Christian failure to observe the Jewish law.189
What is striking about this is that very rarely are adversus Judaeos texts defences of Christian positions relating to Jesus and presented as direct counters to these kinds of accusations enunciated by Celsus' Jew. This is interesting because it seems clear in some cases that the individuals who engaged in this form of writing knew about the kind of accusations. Justin, in his Dialogue, refers on a number of occasions to leaders of the Jews who send messengers abroad defaming Jesus. So at Dialogus cum Tryphone Judaeo 108, Justin claims that you have not only not repented, after you learned that he rose from the dead, but, as I said before, you have sent chosen and ordained men throughout all the world to proclaim that a godless and lawless heresy had sprung from one Jesus, a Galilean deceiver, whom we crucified, but his disciples stole by night from the tomb, where he was laid when unfastened from the cross, and now deceive men by asserting that he has risen from the dead and ascended to heaven. Moreover, you accuse him of having taught those godless, lawless and unholy doctrines which you mention to the condemnation of those who confess Him to be the Christ, and a teacher from, and son of God.190 oirs of the Apostles. Whatever these constituted (and they seem to come close to content found in the canonical Gospels), they are not straightforwardly the subject of discussion between Trypho and Justin, and their content is not openly disputed ( This is he, I shall say, the son of the carpenter or of the whore, the desecrator of the Sabbath, the Samaritan and the one possessed of a demon; this is he whom you purchased from Judas, this is the one struck with a rod and fists, disgraced with spittle, given a draught of vinegar and gall; this is he whom, you say, they stole away secretly so that he may be said to have risen or else that the gardener removed him lest his lettuces be damaged by the throng of visitors. 192 The sentiments of this passage are not reflected, at least as known Jewish abuses, in Tertullian's Adversus Judaeos. And such comments, that is, about the absence of ad hominem attacks upon Jesus, could be replicated in relation to other adversus Judaeos literature. 193 Indeed it is telling that scholars who seek evidence for the existence of something like a continuous Jewish counter-narrative of Jesus' life from the early history of Christianity are forced to make use of sources which cannot be classified as adversus Judaeos literature. 194 How, then, to explain this failure to refer to the ad hominem remarks about Jesus we find in Celsus of which there are hints elsewhere? One answer lies in asserting that there were no such counter-narratives or polemical interactions with Gospel material in the early history of Christianity. But this is to overlook evidence for the existence of such material, albeit fragmentary, from an early stage in the history of Christianity.195 Another answer might lie in reflecting upon the development of tradition. Philip Alexander, for instance, has suggested that Jewish arguments against Christianity can be divided into counter-narrative, counter-exegesis and counter-propositional ones.196 Alexander implies that counToledoth (see note 107); Carleton Paget, "Four" (see note 107), 280-282; and Meerson and Schäfer, introduction (see note 107), 6-9, the last of these arguing that none of these passages evidence a continuous counter-narrative equivalent to the Toledot (they omit discussion of Conon and Lactantius). 195 Much of the debate in relation to this question has been taken up with the extent to which an early version of the Toledot Yeshu can be discerned in early patristic sources (as already mentioned). So Krauss, Horbury, Alexander, Piovanelli and others have argued for evidence of an early version of the Toledot, while others, most recently, Meerson and Schäfer, have argued for its late appearance. The arguments are complex and cannot be rehearsed here. Defining the Toledot is difficult because the traditions usually thought to be related to it are varied and most are agreed that there was no original Toledot of which all others are variants. Rather we should talk about a creative folk tradition developing in a variety of ways (in fact, as Philip Alexander and others have suggested, it would be misleading to suggest a kind of Urtext of the Toledot from which all other texts are derived. As he notes: "What we have (in the Toledot) is a cycle of anecdotes about Jesus, emanating from a Jewish milieu, unified by a certain style of story-telling and list of topics, and occasionally overlapping, but not, fundamentally a literary tradition." [unpublished ms. discussing the relationship of the Toledot to rabbinic traditions about Jesus]). However we assess ancient precedents for such traditions, discussion of Jewish counter-narrative should not be restricted to comparisons with Toledot material with differences and similarities pressed in favour of contrasting positions. So, for instance, Meerson and Schäfer, introduction (see note 107), 7-8, may be right to reject the view that Tertullian, De Spectaculis 30,6 (324,27-326,34 T.) is sufficiently close to known Toledot traditions to be thought as evidence of an early version of the latter, but that need not mean that the passage does not give evidence of a developing Jewish counter-narrative, which came to be crystallized in the later Toledot. Similarly, Celsus may on occasion evidence Toledot-like material (e. g. in relation to Jesus' birth, his miraculous activity, his followers, as well as his relationship to John the Baptist, and his trial), as well as failing to evidence other traditions associated with the Toledot (e. g. those associated with the stealing of the name, and the preamble to the trial, including traditions associated with Judas) but again wooden comparison fails to take sufficient account of the fluid nature of these traditions and the likelihood that they developed from an early stage in response to Gospel stories (and the Gospel stories could even reflect such counter-narrative, e. g. the story of the virgin birth in Matthew ter-narrative197 is the earliest form of argument, for which the canonical Gospels give evidence of both the narrative countered and of a possible response to very early anti-Christian Jewish narrative traditions. The implication here could be that the kinds of arguments which we find in Celsus marked an early stage in the Jewish-Christian debate (after all, it is possible to date Celsus' Jew to the middle or third quarter of the second century and this would explain Origen's scepticism about his genuineness-Jews simply did not argue like him any more), but that they became less popular as the debate between Jews and Christians moved onto a different footing with exegetical arguments, and subsequently philosophical ones becoming more important. But such a view is too schematic and probably would not be supported by Alexander, who is clear that counter-narrative attacks upon Christianity have a long and ongoing history among Jews,198 reflected in the diversity of the traditions in the Toledot Yeshu, whose origins, in contradistinction to some, he sees as very ancient. 199 The various forms of Jewish arguments against Christianity, outlined by Alexander, went on simultaneously, and were not always straightforwardly distinct. 200 Another explanation, related to the previous one, lies in highlighting the artificial nature of Christian adversus Judaeos literature, and the claim that it has more to do with the needs of inner-Christian parenesis than with actual encounter with Jews. Here Celsus' Jew, viewed as evidence of genuine Jewish attack upon Christian claims, is used to question the view that adversus Judaeos texts evidence a real debate between Jews and Christians. But this observation is too sweeping and fails to take into account evidence that adversus Judaeos texts might reflect actual encounter between Jew and Christian and in their exegetical concern show real areas of discussion between Christian and Jew, as Origen himself implies. 201 Another explanation lies in noting (a) that Christians did not want to give the oxygen of publicity to these kinds of accusations; and (b) that some realized that the latter were best addressed, indirectly, through the use of scripture. In this context it is worth noting how Justin responds to the accusation that Jesus is a magician in his First Apology:
What should prevent that he whom we call Christ, being a man born of men, performed what were called his mighty works by magical means (an accusation that is important in Celsus)? We will now offer proof, not trusting mere assertions, but being of necessity persuaded by those who prophesied.202
In the game of accusation and counter-accusation, appeal to scripture seemed a surer refuge for the defender of the Christian message. Hence beneath the citation and exegesis of scripture in Christian adversus Judaeos literature may lie elements of a counter-Gospel, no doubt with many variants, which the Christian author is wary of repeating but to which he obliquely responds. Indeed the presence of a counter-narrative may also be seen in some of the Christian apocryphal texts, especially apocryphal gospels, where retellings of the Jesus story can appear to reflect Jewish counter-narrative.203 The view that scripture, understood as the Jewish scriptures or the Old Testament, was the predominant factor in Jew- 
Conclusion
Just as Celsus' polemic against Christianity has very little traceable precedent among known pagan authors, so does his attempt to make polemical use of Christianity's origins among Jews. In fact, Celsus could be said to have been the first pagan writer to exploit the association of Jews and Christians, an association barely acknowledged by a pagan author before him. The Jew, who forms one of his means of attacking Christianity, is potentially a figure of great importance within the history of ancient Judaism and of Christianity, as a survey of the historiography of his study shows.206 He plays a role in a variety of significant debates from the problem of the origins of the Toledot Yeshu, to the history of Hellenistic Judaism,207 to the nature of Jewish-Christian interaction.208 Critical in all of this is the degree to which his authenticity can be proven. Arguing for a positive view of this matter, this paper has attempted to show how the Jew of Celsus raises questions about the character of Christian adversus Judaeos literature. Juxtaposed with such literature, with its strong exegetical emphasis and its apparent omission of evidence for a counter-Gospel or of overt attacks upon the Jesus of the Gospels, at least of a detailed kind, Celsus' Jew looks strange as he did to Origen. Indeed, 207 See Niehoff, "Jewish Critique" (see note 21), arguing for the view that the Jew provides us with a helpful insight into Jewish educated opinion after the Trajanic revolt when she dates the Jewish source, though with no explicit justification. 208 The last two points play an important role in Baumgarten, "Martian" (see note 16), who emphasizes (a) how the content of Celsus' Jew's insistence upon the fact that Jews and Christians are different is a challenge to those who would argue for a much more blurred and less easily defined separation between Jews and Christians in the second century; and (b) that Celsus' Jew's attack upon Christian beliefs about Jesus also challenges the familiar view that it was questions of practice and not doctrine that were the principal area of dispute between Christians and Jews.
Brought to you by | Cambridge University Library Authenticated Download Date | 8/22/17 7:09 PM it is striking that in spite of the fact that Origen's Contra Celsum left a considerable impression on later Christian writers, managing, almost uniquely among Origen's writings, to be preserved complete in Origen's original Greek, the Jew of Celsus, such an important part of that work, did not become a subject of discussion. Moreover, he never makes an explicit appearance in any known Christian adversus Judaeos text, an interesting point if the Contra Celsum was a much-read text. Perhaps subsequent readers were persuaded of Origen's dismissal of the Jew as nothing more than a childish example of prosopopeia. In this view Celsus' Jew can be seen as an oddity, an upper-class curmudgeon, possibly writing in the wake of the Bar Kokhba revolt against Rome, or a little later, the nature of whose anti-Christian attack quickly became an anachronism. But this dismisses him too easily. What he represents, namely the Jewish assault upon the gospels or at least traditions associated with them, through a bitter attack upon Jesus, was more common and more significant than we have assumed, a point hinted at in our comments on Christian apocryphal texts which, perhaps from an early stage, betray knowledge of accusations found in Jewish counter-narratives. The Toledot Yeshu did not emerge from nowhere, and Celsus' Jew, importantly, represents a part of the complex historical background to such a tradition of anti-Christian Jewish polemic. His broadly "narrative polemic,"209 should be accorded a greater place in the history of ancient Jewish-Christian interaction. 
